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Abstract: The digital era has profoundly reshaped consumer behavior, with social media and e-commerce platforms revolutionizing shopping experiences. This study integrates interviews with questionnaire survey to investigate the nuanced differences in consumer citizenship behavior (CCB) across online and offline shopping contexts, as well as the influence of consumer perceived value (CPV) and consumer perceived corporate social responsibility (CPCSR). Through the use of multiple regression and permutation tests to analyze the interplay between consumer perception and CCB, the study reveals the following: (1) CPV positively influences all four dimensions of CCB, while CPCSR significantly impacts only recommendation and feedback; (2) the influence of CPV on dimensions other than recommendation and of CPCSR on dimensions other than helping varies significantly between online and offline contexts. These results enhance our understanding of consumer behavior and offer actionable insights for businesses to build and enhance consumer connections in the digital age.
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1. Introduction

The rise of digital platforms and social media has revolutionized the retail landscape, offering consumers novel pathways to shop and altering their purchasing dynamics. This shift has not only provided new avenues for consumers to share and endorse products but also to advocate for and engage with brands that align with their values, including sustainability. Engaging actively on these platforms, consumers play a critical role in amplifying brands that prioritize sustainable practices, influencing both corporate reputation and market trajectory. Their comprehensive feedback and enhanced interactions among peers are instrumental in safeguarding corporate reputation and swaying the purchase decisions of fellow shoppers, thereby contributing to the long-term sustainable growth of businesses [1,2]. The acts of sharing, recommending, and feedback provision on digital mediums significantly bolsters their influence on businesses’ long-term market trajectories and sustainable growth [3,4].

While consumer citizenship behavior (CCB) within physical retail environments retains its relevance, the expansive and interactive nature of online platforms enables consumers to exert a more potent influence on others’ buying choices, particularly in promoting sustainable consumption patterns. Understanding the differences between these environments is crucial for crafting effective marketing strategies, as it allows businesses to better comprehend and meet consumer needs and expectations across various shopping contexts. This understanding also sheds light on the complexity of consumer behavior and how to stimulate and sustain consumer citizenship behaviors in different retail settings. This
influence profoundly shapes corporate market strategies, as companies increasingly recognize the value of aligning their practices with sustainable development goals to resonate with conscientious consumers. The distinct dynamics of online and offline environments necessitate a tailored approach to engaging consumers, underscoring the importance of understanding the nuanced interplay between consumer perceptions and behaviors in these settings. Such an understanding is vital for harnessing the full potential of CCB to enhance brand equity, reputation, and drive sustainable growth. Consequently, studying the diversity of CCB expressions and their potential motivations, as well as providing actionable insights for businesses to effectively address the complexity of modern consumer behavior across various shopping contexts, has become an urgent academic endeavor.

In the scholarly discourse surrounding CCB, the constructs of consumer perceived (product) value (CPV) and perceived corporate social responsibility (CPCSR) have been pivotal factors, identified as ‘tangible’ and ‘intangible’, respectively, that are intricately linked with consumer behavioral dynamics. These constructs gain additional significance when considering the role of consumers as agents of change in sustainable development and corporate ethical practices. While CCB has traditionally been linked to consumer actions that benefit the marketplace and the community, the inclusion of CPCSR brings forth the aspect of consumers advocating for and rewarding businesses that demonstrate a commitment to social and environmental responsibility. This expanded context enriches our understanding of CCB and CPCSR, highlighting their interplay in fostering a sustainable consumption culture.

The literature has to date delved into the mechanisms by which these perceptions influence CCB, mediated through constructs such as satisfaction and loyalty [5], while other inquiries have positioned these perceptions as intermediaries elucidating the nuanced interplay between consumer engagement, product quality, and citizenship behaviors [6,7]. Despite these advances, the predominant analytical perspective has been one of a macroscopic nature, often overlooking the granular, multidimensional elements inherent within these relationships. There remains a gap in the comprehensive examination of these constructs within a cohesive theoretical framework that encapsulates the broader social and ethical implications of consumer behavior. Further complicating the analysis is the distinction between online and offline retail contexts, which introduces variability in consumer perceptions and behavioral manifestations, thereby amplifying the complexity inherent within the dimensions of CCB. Addressing the influences of CPV and CPCSR on the multifaceted dimensions of CCB, particularly across divergent shopping contexts, emerges as an imperative, yet challenging, frontier in contemporary research.

In this study, we adopt a nuanced approach through case analysis and empirical methods to juxtapose CCB across the digital and physical shopping landscapes. Our investigation meticulously articulates the varied dimensions of such behaviors—encompassing recommendation, feedback, helping, and tolerance—while weaving together “tangible factors” like CPV, which capture quantifiable attributes such as price and quality, with “intangible factors” such as CPCSR, embracing more subjective elements like corporate culture and social engagement. This endeavor constructs an integrative framework that bridges consumer perceptions with citizenship behaviors. Initially, we leverage case analysis to systematically explore the diverse manifestations of CCB within distinct shopping contexts. This exploration challenges traditional research paradigms by disaggregating CCB into its constituent dimensions for a granular examination. Furthermore, our study advances beyond the confines of singular analytical CPV and CPCSR. Instead, we consider these perceptions as interconnected aspects of consumer perceptions, facilitating a comprehensive analysis. Subsequently, we delve into the nuanced impacts of consumer perceptions on behaviors such as recommendation, feedback, helping, and tolerance, across contrasting online and offline contexts. This effort aims to elucidate the foundational causes and conditions, thereby deepening our understanding of CCB.
2. Literature Review

2.1. Consumer Citizenship Behavior (CCB)

Groth (2005) [8] defined CCB as a voluntary and discretionary activity that positively impacts the service organization. Nagy and Marzouk (2018) [9] elaborated on this by detailing actions customers take, such as mutual helping, feedback to businesses, product promotion, and support during challenging times. CCB comprises four dimensions: recommendation, feedback, helping, and tolerance. Recommendation entails consumers actively endorsing products to peers, evident in word-of-mouth, social media, or online reviews. Feedback includes consumers’ spontaneous suggestions about products and services, aiming to bridge effective company–consumer communication and facilitate company improvements. This feedback is especially pivotal in e-commerce, guiding potential buyers and offering companies market insights. Helping captures consumers aiding one another, often rooted in in-depth product knowledge. Positive interactions between consumers [5], benefit companies by facilitating information flow. Tolerance, on the other hand, is consumers’ patience towards product or service defects, reflecting their willingness to forgive mistakes and provide chances for improvement. Recognizing the distinctive characteristics and significance of each dimension sets the stage for understanding their roles in online and offline contexts. While all four dimensions have consumers as key players, they serve different objectives. Recommendation and helping target consumer–consumer interactions, whereas feedback and tolerance center on consumer–business relations. In the realm of online shopping, these behaviors become more intricate.

2.2. Consumer Perception

Consumer perceptions are intricately formed through interactions with products and services across various touchpoints, embodying the psychological imprints and assessments developed through experiences, utilization, and consumption phases [10]. This construct is inherently multidimensional, capturing elements ranging from product quality and pricing strategies to the overarching corporate and brand image, service excellence, and the totality of the purchase and user experience [11]. Influenced by an array of determinants such as individual preferences, cultural environments, and socioeconomic factors, consumer perceptions stand at the confluence of complex influences [12].

2.2.1. Consumer Perceived Value (CPV)

Within consumer perceptions’ intricate framework, the dimension of CPV is highlighted as a critical facet, representing consumers’ thorough evaluation of products or services. This evaluation predicates on the comparative analysis of benefits against the costs—monetary, temporal, and effort-based [13]. This evaluation extends beyond basic functionalities to include considerations of price, quality, and convenience, offering a comprehensive appraisal [14]. The nexus between CPV and citizenship behaviors has attracted considerable scholarly interest. Kim and Tang (2020) [5] illuminate the transformative influence of citizenship behaviors on shaping CPV, whereas Ru and Jantan (2023) [15] probe into the catalytic role of CPV in fostering CCB.

2.2.2. Consumer Perceived Corporate Social Responsibility (CPCSR)

CPCSR refers to the multidimensional consumer perceptions of a firm’s commitment to social responsibility (encompassing economic development, social equity, and environmental protection responsibilities), which is pivotal for the success of CSR initiatives [16]. As Vitell (2014) [17] posits, the effectiveness of CSR strategies is contingent upon consumer support, suggesting that CPCSR encompasses not just the recognition of CSR efforts but also the consumer’s willingness to engage in behaviors that uphold social responsibility [18,19]. This cognizance bifurcates into evaluating CSR footprint within its sector [20] and gauging the extent of consumer awareness regarding CSR initiatives [21], indicative of their sensitivity towards responsible corporate conduct.
Nonetheless, the integrity of CPCSR is not always guaranteed. The complexity of consumer perceptions is further compounded by the phenomenon of greenwashing, where companies may present an image of environmental and social responsibility without backing it up with substantive actions [22]. This can lead to consumer confusion and mistrust, potentially undermining the very outcomes that CSR initiatives aim to achieve. Therefore, a deeper and more discerning comprehension of CPCSR by consumers is essential for fostering ethical consumption patterns and for the effectiveness of CSR strategies.

While direct inquiries linking CPCSR with CCB are nascent, a burgeoning body of the literature examines the dynamics between CSR engagements and citizenship behaviors [6,7], underscoring the significance of consumer perceptions in shaping ethical consumption patterns. Through an investigation into how consumers perceive both product value and CSR initiatives, and the synergistic influence of these perceptions on CCB, this study endeavors to enrich scholarly discourse with nuanced insights. These findings hold significant implications for both theoretical advancements and practical applications within the realm of consumer behavior, particularly in understanding how CPCSR can influence and enhance CSR outcomes.

2.3. Online versus Offline Shopping Contexts

The scholarly landscape has recently intensified its focus on delineating the unique characteristics and impacts inherent to online and offline shopping contexts. Investigations into these realms reveal that online contexts are typified by interactions facilitated through digital interfaces, encompassing a broad spectrum from e-commerce platforms to social networks, where engagements between consumers and brands are mediated by digital connectivity [23,24]. In juxtaposition, offline contexts are anchored in the tangible world of physical stores and service centers, where consumer behavior unfolds through direct, in-person exchanges [25]. While the existing literature extends into various applications of these environments—ranging from nuances in consumer food selection [26] and organizational purchasing behaviors [27] to the crafting of marketing strategies [28] and shaping of purchasing intentions [29]—the realm of CCB remains comparatively underexamined. Notably, there exists a paucity of research delving into the intricate variations and interplays among factors influenced by the dichotomy of shopping contexts.

3. Hypotheses

We categorize CCB into four primary dimensions: recommendation, feedback, helping, and tolerance [30]. Recommendation behaviors involve consumers actively promoting products or services to potential buyers, often through verbal endorsements, social media shares, or online reviews, marking a direct expression of product or service satisfaction [31]. Feedback behaviors encompass the voluntary suggestions provided by consumers regarding corporate offerings, aimed at enhancing communication between firms and consumers and guiding corporate improvements [32,33]. Such feedback is especially pivotal in e-commerce environments, influencing other potential consumers’ purchase decisions and offering firms invaluable market insights [34]. Helping behaviors, defined as the voluntary aid consumers provide each other based on non-economic motives [35,36], typically occur when a consumer with extensive product or service knowledge aids others seeking advice. Kim and Tang (2020) [5] highlight that these positive consumer-to-consumer interactions not only benefit firms but also promote the efficient flow of information. Lastly, tolerance behaviors are characterized by consumers’ patience and leniency towards product or service shortcomings [37], often manifesting as forgiveness for corporate errors, opting against complaints, or allowing firms opportunities for correction. We propose theoretical hypotheses from the perspective of contrasting online and offline contexts, focusing on the differential impacts of CPV and CPCSR on the dimensions of CCB, including feedback, sharing, recommendation, and tolerance behaviors.
3.1. Consumer Perception and Recommendation Behavior

The interplay between CPV and CPCSR significantly catalyzes recommendation behaviors. Syah and Olivia (2022) [38] elucidate that recommendation behaviors are notably more vigorous when CPV surpasses anticipated expectations. In a parallel vein, Karaosmanoglu et al. (2016) [39] identified a predisposition among consumers to advocate for companies that demonstrate exemplary CSR initiatives, suggesting that enhanced perceptions of CSR directly amplify the propensity to recommend.

Within the realm of online consumer engagements, the dynamics influencing these perceptions and subsequent recommendation behaviors exhibit additional complexity. De Canio et al. (2021) [40] highlight that the advent of live-stream shopping enriches consumer experiences by augmenting both pleasure and utilitarian values, thus elevating overall CPV. Moreover, the facilitative role of social media platforms in streamlining word-of-mouth dissemination and online sharing significantly strengthens consumer recommendation behaviors and intentions [41]. Concurrently, the accessibility and efficiency of social media in disseminating CSR information bolster the likelihood of consumers endorsing firms recognized for their social responsibility [42]. Accordingly, we articulate the following hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1 (H1).** Consumer perception positively influences recommendation behavior, with this influence being stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

**H1a.** CPV positively influences recommendation behavior.

**H1b.** CPCSR positively influences recommendation behavior.

**H1c.** The positive influence of CPV on recommendation behavior is stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

**H1d.** The positive influence of CPCSR on recommendation behavior is stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

3.2. Consumer Perception and Feedback Behavior

Building upon the foundational insights of Patterson and Spreng (1997) [43], who established CPV as a pivotal determinant in the consumption journey, Li and Mao (2015) [44] further elucidate that elevated perceptions of value significantly bolster consumer engagement with brands, thereby catalyzing the provision of suggestions for product enhancements. Within the scope of CPCSR, Kim et al. (2020) [45] posit that consumers’ perceptions of a firm’s commitment to ethical practices, such as equitable pricing, employment generation, and environmental stewardship, positively influences their CSR awareness, subsequently motivating more constructive feedback. Echoing this sentiment, Yu et al. (2021) [46] suggest that consumers predisposed to view a company’s social responsibility efforts favorably are more likely to contribute valuable feedback regarding the company’s products and strategic directions.

In the digital realm, online platforms stand out for their unparalleled transparency and symmetry of information, making them critical junctures for fostering connections, dialogues, and interactions between businesses and consumers. These platforms offer a conducive environment for instant and direct feedback from consumers, which not only influences the purchasing decisions of others but also prompts companies to refine their offerings [44]. Delving deeper, Ebrahimi et al. (2022) [47] assert that feedback within online community platforms sponsored by businesses has transcended mere evaluations of product or service quality, evolving into a collaborative process of value co-creation and brand co-development, markedly elevating the feedback’s quality, frequency, and depth. Facilitated by the affordances of multimedia content, social media marketing, and virtual interactions, an enhanced CPV leads to a more dynamic feedback inclination in online
contexts, favored by the convenience and anonymity afforded by the digital landscape. Similarly, a heightened awareness of CSR not only forges stronger trust and emotional bonds with the brand but also spurs active community engagement, thereby promoting a culture of positive feedback and interaction [48]. Therefore, we articulate the ensuing research hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 2 (H2).** Consumer perception positively influences feedback behavior, with this influence being stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

- **H2a.** CPV positively influences feedback behavior.
- **H2b.** CPCSR positively influences feedback behavior.
- **H2c.** The positive influence of CPV on feedback behavior is stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.
- **H2d.** The positive influence of CPCSR on feedback behavior is stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

### 3.3. Consumer Perception and Helping Behavior

Itani et al. (2019) [49] elucidates that CPV not only deepens consumers’ bond with products but also catalyzes interaction and mutual support among them. Similarly, Khawaja et al. (2021) [50] reveal that consumers are more likely to gravitate towards products from companies whose CSR activities align closely with their personal values, encouraging active participation in community support, thereby fostering a culture of collaboration among consumers.

In the contemporary digital landscape, social media platforms serve as dynamic arenas for efficient consumer communication and collaboration [51]. Through the exchange of purchase experiences and provision of advice on various online communities and social networks, consumers not only facilitate information sharing but also contribute to elevating brand and product recognition and trust. Kim et al. (2020) [45] found that an enhanced perception of value towards specific companies and products on social media significantly encourages consumer interactions within online communities. Further, Khawaja et al. (2021) [50] emphasize that consumers show a preference for sharing and recommending products of high quality from companies with a strong record of social responsibility. Companies with elevated CSR commitments are more attentive to the diverse needs of their consumers, thereby sharpening their consumer focus and management strategies. Effective management of online communities further stimulates a vibrant culture of communication and support among its members. Accordingly, we propose the following hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 3 (H3).** Consumer perception positively influences helping behavior, with this influence being stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

- **H3a.** CPV positively influences helping behavior.
- **H3b.** CPCSR positively influences helping behavior.
- **H3c.** The positive influence of CPV on helping behavior is stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.
- **H3d.** The positive influence of CPCSR on helping behavior is stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.
3.4. Consumer Perception and Tolerance Behavior

Research indicates that a consumer’s high perceived value of a product or service positively influences their satisfaction and loyalty towards it, thereby enhancing their tolerance for the product or service [52]. Furthermore, a company’s social responsibility initiatives are recognized as a potent factor in strengthening consumer satisfaction, loyalty, and, consequently, tolerance towards products and the company itself [53].

Within the online shopping environment, CPVs are largely informed by product descriptions, visual imagery, and reviews from other consumers. A disparity between these informational cues and the actual shopping experience can precipitately diminish consumer satisfaction and tolerance levels [54]. Regarding corporate social responsibility, while social media and digital marketing strategies enable firms to disseminate their CSR activities more effectively amongst a broad consumer base, thereby enhancing brand image [53], the online environment also renders consumers more susceptible to encountering negative information about companies. Such information can rapidly circulate online, leading to decreased consumer tolerance. Notably, the online shopping context, characterized by a lack of direct interpersonal interaction and real-time feedback, along with increased information complexity, inherently results in lower consumer tolerance for products and services compared to offline contexts [55]. Based on these insights, the following hypotheses are proposed:

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Consumer perception positively influences tolerance behavior, with this influence being weaker in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

H4a. CPV positively influences tolerance behavior.

H4b. CPCSR positively influences tolerance behavior.

H4c. The positive influence of CPV on tolerance behavior is stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

H4d. The positive influence of CPCSR on tolerance behavior is stronger in online shopping contexts compared to offline.

4. Methodology

4.1. Sample Characteristics and Data Acquisition

The survey of this study is structured into three phases. The first phase of the study involved conducting detailed interviews with 200 Chinese consumers, half from the Douyin platform and half from local shopping malls. Each interview lasted between 10 and 15 min and was conducted over a two-week period from 10 to 23 April 2023. From these interviews, we collected roughly 167,000 characters from online consumers and 195,000 from offline shoppers, totaling about 362,000 characters. Building on the collected text data, we meticulously summarized, encoded, deduplicated, and merged the information to pinpoint the distinct differences across the four dimensions of CCB—recommendation, feedback, help, and tolerance—within online and offline shopping contexts, as detailed in Table 1.

Upon completing the initial phase, we employed a scenario experiment approach to immerse the aforementioned 200 participants into purchasing scenarios of online live-streaming shopping (Scenario A) and offline brick-and-mortar shopping (Scenario B). During the questionnaire collection from the 200 participants, we assessed their overall attitudes towards CSR to gauge their pre-existing understanding of what companies should or should not do in terms of their responsibilities. We excluded the questionnaires completed by participants who had no knowledge of CSR, ensuring that the remaining sample comprised individuals with a foundational understanding of CSR. This approach enhanced the relevance and reliability of their responses to the online and offline scenarios.
Table 1. Dimensions and manifestations of CCB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Manifestations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>Use social media, forums, blogs, and other online platforms to share and recommend products or services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use online rating systems and scoring to express recommendation intentions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create and share content related to products/services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Provide comments, suggestions, or evaluations online.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participate in online surveys or provide feedback on social media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide feedback using email or customer service systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping</td>
<td>Answer questions and provide help through online communities or forums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Share experiences and tutorials to assist other consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participate in brand communities, user groups, etc., to provide suggestions for others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>Adopt a tolerant attitude when encountering online shopping or service issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrate understanding and tolerance for technical failures or other issues on online platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrate understanding and tolerance for technical failures or other issues on online platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wait moderately for online service responses or solutions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meanwhile, to avoid the inefficiency and potential bias caused by repeated depth interviews and questionnaire surveys on the same sample, and to improve the reliability and generalization ability of the model, we chose to increase the sample size through re-sampling. From 29 to 30 April 2023, we served as staff members in the 112th anniversary celebration of our university. Following one of the lectures, we distributed paper copies of a survey questionnaire to 400 alumni who had gathered at the venue. Despite varying educational backgrounds and industries, these participants possessed a high level of awareness, strong learning abilities, and extensive knowledge, leading us to believe that they have a certain understanding and awareness of CSR.

Drawing on the methodology of Lee and Cude (2012) [56], participants were first asked to write down the name of a familiar home appliance brand before being introduced to the following premise: “Imagine the home appliance brand you just mentioned is now offering a new product purchasing experience. Below are two potential shopping scenarios you might encounter”. Subsequently, participants were presented with detailed scenario descriptions, with each scenario group receiving a distinct narrative.

Scenario A was described as follows: “You unlock your smartphone and navigate to the familiar Douyin e-commerce platform. Today, the spokesperson for your favored home appliance brand is conducting a live broadcast. During the session, the spokesperson thoroughly discusses the brand’s corporate social responsibility initiatives, such as their commitment to environmental protection, energy conservation, and community support.
Following this, the latest home appliance product is unveiled, showcasing its energy efficiency, smart features, and user-friendly design. During the live interaction, you also have the opportunity to ask questions and receive immediate responses”.

Scenario B was depicted as: “You enter the physical store of the home appliance brand, and the first thing that catches your eye is a display detailing the brand’s corporate social responsibility efforts. These displays outline the brand’s endeavors in environmental protection, energy conservation, and community support. Moving forward, a sales associate warmly approaches you to demonstrate the latest home appliance products. You personally test the products, experiencing their efficiency and comfortable usability firsthand. The sales associate further explains the various functionalities of the appliances and answers all your questions”.

By simulating the consumer experience in typical online live-streaming and offline physical store shopping contexts, this approach aimed to create a realistic consumption backdrop, thereby enabling participants to more accurately reflect on their perceptions of product value, corporate social responsibility, and CCB.

In the third phase of this study, we advanced our investigation by deploying a questionnaire survey, grounded in scales validated by prior research. The process commenced with the translation of the original English questionnaire into Chinese, followed by a meticulous back-translation conducted by two bilingual experts. This bilingual scrutiny facilitated an evaluation by a panel of three experts specializing in corporate social responsibility and marketing, who rigorously assessed the back-translated questionnaire for face validity.

The survey implemented a 5-point Likert scale, allowing responses to span from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”. To assess Consumer Perceived Value (CPV), we adopted three items from the scales developed by Loureiro et al. (2012) [57] and Ryu et al. (2008) [58]. For evaluating Consumer Perceived Corporate Social Responsibility (CPCS), four items from Ailawadi et al. (2014) [59] were utilized. Furthermore, CCB was measured using 12 items based on the framework provided by Yi and Gong (2013) [30], with an average of three items per sub-dimension.

Acknowledging the potential influence of demographic characteristics on behavioral variables [60], we incorporated age, gender, and educational level as covariates in our hypothesis testing. The survey participants were asked to respond to questions based on their experiences from the preceding scenario experiments. We collected 150 valid questionnaires from a pool of 200 interviewees and 196 valid questionnaires from 400 alumni who took part in the school’s anniversary event, yielding a total of 346 responses and an effective response rate of 57.7% (including 182 answers for scenario A and 164 answers for scenario B). The demographic profile of participants revealed a predominance of male respondents, approximately 62.7%, with an age distribution between 21 and 61 years (mean age M = 38.20, SD = 11.19). All respondents possessed at least an undergraduate degree, with 46% holding a graduate degree or higher, ensuring a well-educated cohort for our analysis.

4.2. Reliability, Validity, and Model Fit

Before testing the hypotheses, the reliability and validity of the measurement scales were systematically analyzed using SPSS 24. Specifically, for CPV, $\alpha = 0.875$, $CR = 0.849$, and $AVE = 0.656$; for CPCS, $\alpha = 0.859$, $CR = 0.816$, and $AVE = 0.628$; for CCB, the recommendation had $\alpha = 0.832$, $CR = 0.824$, and $AVE = 0.628$, feedback had $\alpha = 0.834$, $CR = 0.831$, and $AVE = 0.623$, helping had $\alpha = 0.887$, $CR = 0.898$, and $AVE = 0.688$, and tolerance had $\alpha = 0.801$, $CR = 0.757$, and $AVE = 0.535$. It can be observed that the Cronbach $\alpha$ of all measures is greater than 0.80, and all the coefficients of the indicators are significant; the composite reliability (CR) is greater than 0.60, and the average variance extracted (AVE) is greater than 0.50, indicating good internal consistency [61]. Therefore, the findings suggest that the constructs exhibit good convergent validity.

As evidenced by the correlation analysis results (Table 2), significant correlations exist between the constructs within the research model, and the standardized correlation coefficients among the constructs are all less than the square root of the AVE of each
variable. This indicates that the constructs demonstrate satisfactory discriminant validity in the scale. Concurrently, fit indices from confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) indicate that the measurement model fits the data well, with $\chi^2/df = 1.837 < 3$, RMSEA = 0.078, SRMR = 0.057, CFI = 0.918, GFI = 0.956.

Table 2. Correlation Analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. CPV</td>
<td>3.862</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>(0.810)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. CPCSR</td>
<td>3.765</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.628 **</td>
<td>(0.792)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Recommendation</td>
<td>3.367</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.565 **</td>
<td>0.488 **</td>
<td>(0.780)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Feedback</td>
<td>3.313</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.427 **</td>
<td>0.373 **</td>
<td>0.629 **</td>
<td>(0.789)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Helping</td>
<td>3.406</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.353 **</td>
<td>0.304 **</td>
<td>0.563 **</td>
<td>0.738 **</td>
<td>(0.829)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Tolerance</td>
<td>3.187</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.382 **</td>
<td>0.286 **</td>
<td>0.317 **</td>
<td>0.324 **</td>
<td>0.374 **</td>
<td>(0.731)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Obs (Overall) = 346; ** p < 0.01; The square root of AVE is inside the diagonal brackets.

5. Results

This study examined the relationships between CPV, CPCSR, and the quartet of sub-dimensions constituting CCB through multiple regression analysis.

As delineated in Table 3, the influence of these perceptual constructs on recommendation behavior within the realm of consumer citizenship actions emerged as paramount, boasting an explanatory power ($R^2$) of 0.358. This revelation underscores that both CPV and CPCSR exert a significant and direct impact on recommendation behavior, the most dynamically affected dimension among the sub-dimensions of CCB.

Table 3. Consumer perception on the influence of various dimensions of CCB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>t-Value</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>CPV</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>6.054 ***</td>
<td>1.679</td>
<td>37.192</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPCSR</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>3.132 **</td>
<td>1.657</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>CPV</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>4.081 ***</td>
<td>1.679</td>
<td>17.382</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPCSR</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>2.206 *</td>
<td>1.657</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Helping</td>
<td>CPV</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>3.431 **</td>
<td>1.679</td>
<td>12.284</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPCSR</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>1.759</td>
<td>1.657</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>CPV</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>3.939 ***</td>
<td>1.679</td>
<td>11.354</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPCSR</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>1.657</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Obs (Overall) = 346; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Intriguingly, CPV’s impact coefficients consistently outstripped those of CPCSR across the board, suggesting CPV’s pivotal role in fostering CCB. This implies that the essence of products and services is crucial for enterprises, as consumer satisfaction with the product is a prerequisite for their willingness to engage in recommendation and sharing on behalf of the company.

More precisely, regarding recommendation behavior, the standardized coefficients of CPV and CPCSR for recommendation behavior stood at 0.450 ($p < 0.001$) and 0.231 ($p < 0.01$), respectively, both exhibiting significant positive effects. Thus, H1a and H1b were supported.

Regarding feedback behavior, the standardized coefficients were 0.118 ($p < 0.001$) for CPV and 0.182 ($p < 0.05$) for CPCSR, both exhibiting significant positive effects. Thus, H2a and H2b were supported.

Regarding helping behavior, the standardized coefficients were 0.294 ($p < 0.01$) for CPV, exhibiting a significant positive effect, whereas CPCSR’s coefficient of 0.150 ($p = 0.08$) did not reach significance. Thus, H3a was supported, while H3b was not supported.
Regarding tolerance behavior, the standardized coefficients were 0.339 (p < 0.001) for CPV, exhibiting a significant positive effect, while CPCSR’s coefficient of 0.080 (p = 0.35) was not significant. Thus, H4a was supported, while H4b was not supported.

This nuanced analysis sheds light on the differential and significant roles CPV and CPCSR play within the spectrum of CCB, with CPV emerging as a more critical driver in promoting consumer recommendation and engagement.

Building on this, we utilized the permutation test method [62–64] to conduct a difference analysis on the group coefficients for online and offline scenarios. The permutation test method was chosen for its ability to provide robust statistical inference without relying on the assumptions of normality, which is particularly beneficial given the complex nature of consumer behavior data and the potential non-normal distribution of the variables involved in the study. To verify the difference in performance between online and offline in the relationship between CPV, CPCSR, and the four sub-dimensions of CCB, the t-test formula was introduced here to compare the differences between the two:

$$t = \frac{b_1 - b_2}{\sqrt{\frac{SSE_1 + SSE_2}{n_1 + n_2 - 4}} \times \left(\frac{1}{SS1} + \frac{1}{SS2}\right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In Formula (1), where $b_1$ is the regression coefficient for Model 1, $b_2$ is the regression coefficient for Model 2, $SSE_1$ and $SSE_2$ are the sum of squared residuals for the two regression equations, respectively. $n_1$ and $n_2$ are the sample sizes for the two groups, and $SS1$ and $SS2$ are the sum of squared deviations of the independent variable in the two groups, respectively.

This investigation delves into the differential impacts of CPV and CPCSR on various facets of CCB, with a keen focus on recommendation, feedback, helping, and tolerance behaviors across online and offline contexts (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Research Model Diagram (Online vs. Offline). Notes: Obs (Online) = 182, Obs (Offline) = 164; The values within the parentheses are t-values, and the asterisk (*) in the superscript indicates the level of significance for the differences in path coefficients between different groups (online and offline shopping scenarios) in the multi-group analysis; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.](image)

For recommendation behavior, CPV exerts a substantial and equally positive effect in both contexts, as evidenced by impact coefficients of 0.452 (p < 0.001) for online and 0.453 (p < 0.001) for offline contexts, revealing no significant variance between them (t = −0.013). This parity suggests that CPV’s capacity to enhance recommendation behavior remains consistent across virtual and physical platforms. Conversely, CPCSR’s
influence on recommendation is markedly more potent online (0.367, \( p < 0.05 \)) than offline (0.202, \( p < 0.05 \)), with a significant disparity observed (\( t = 2.157^* \)), underscoring the enhanced effectiveness of CPCSR in digital environments. Thus, H1c was not supported, while H1d was supported.

When examining feedback behavior, CPV’s positive influence is significantly amplified online (0.435, \( p < 0.01 \)) compared to offline (0.289, \( p < 0.01 \)) contexts (\( t = 1.908^* \)), indicating a stronger digital propensity for CPV-driven feedback. CPCSR’s impact mirrors this pattern, showcasing significant positivity exclusively in online contexts (0.275, \( p < 0.05 \) and discerning a notable contrast with its offline counterpart (\( t = 2.314^* \)). These findings affirm that both CPV and CPCSR more effectively stimulate feedback behavior online. Thus, H2c and H2d were supported.

In the context of helping behavior, CPV significantly promotes such actions predominantly online (0.372, \( p < 0.01 \)), with a notable difference favoring the digital domain over the offline sphere (\( t = 1.778^* \)). This accentuates the pronounced role of CPV in online supportiveness among consumers. However, CPCSR does not manifest a significant effect in either realm for aiding behavior, nor does it exhibit a discernible difference between contexts (\( t = 0.458 \)), suggesting a uniform, albeit muted, influence of CPCSR on consumer helping across platforms. Thus, H3c was supported, while H3d was not supported.

Regarding tolerance behavior, CPV demonstrates a stronger offline enhancement (0.351, \( p < 0.01 \)) compared to online (0.180, \( p < 0.05 \)), with a significant inclination towards physical environments (\( t = −2.235^* \)), suggesting CPV’s influence on tolerance is more pronounced offline. For CPCSR, a positive effect emerges solely in offline contexts (0.146, \( p < 0.05 \)), revealing a substantial gap favoring offline over online contexts (\( t = −2.431^* \)). This delineates a more substantial offline effectiveness of CPCSR in fostering consumer tolerance. Thus, H4c and H4d were supported.

These analyses illuminate the nuanced roles of CPV and CPCSR across consumer behaviors in digital versus physical retail landscapes, offering insightful implications for strategic engagement and marketing practices.

6. Discussion

6.1. The Impact of Consumer Perception on CCB

The study reveals that CPVs exert a substantial influence on the quartet of CCB: recommending, feedback, helping and tolerance.

In a departure from preliminary assumptions, CPCSRs manifest a notable effect on the behaviors of recommendation and feedback, while their impact on helping and tolerance appears to be minimal.

This results is consistent with the viewpoint of Deci and Ryan (1985) [65], which suggests that behaviors with lower psychological barriers, such as recommending and providing feedback, are more likely to be performed for immediate psychological or social rewards. The experimental data indicates that participants were more inclined to engage in behaviors such as recommending and providing feedback because these actions not only align with the expectations established by the corporation but also reflect a personal commitment to responsibility, which in turn leads to enhanced public recognition [66].

On the other hand, the less significant effect of CPCSR on helping and tolerance behaviors may be attributed to the higher level of moral reflection and altruistic intent required for these actions [67]. Our analysis of the data revealed that these behaviors are more closely tied to individual cultural and habitual factors, which are not solely influenced by corporate actions. This nuanced finding highlights the complex interplay between CSR initiatives and the varied consumer responses they elicit. Further research is needed to explore the interdependencies between cultural backgrounds, habitual behaviors, and the manifestation of CCB in different consumer segments.

It is worth mentioning that the multidimensional nature of CPCSR is pivotal in shaping consumer perceptions, encompassing a range of attributes such as energy conservation and environmental protection. Although the present study does not disaggregate these specific
aspects of CSR, it acknowledges their integral role in the broader construct of corporate responsibility. Energy conservation, for instance, is often associated with cost savings for consumers, yet it is not solely defined by its environmental benefits. This nuanced understanding of CSR dimensions underscores the complexity of consumer preferences and aligns with the study’s aim to explore the general influence of CPCSR on CCB without focusing on individual components.

6.2. The Varying Impact of Online versus Offline Shopping Contexts

6.2.1. The Impact towards Recommendation Behaviors

Regarding the recommendation behaviors within online and offline contexts, the data analysis reveals that CPV significantly and positively impacts both scenarios, with no substantial difference detected between them. This uniformity might be linked to a heightened CPV among consumers and the impact of brand consistency, which together significantly drive recommendation behaviors across various contexts [68].

On the other hand, CPCSRs positively impact recommendation behaviors, with a stronger effect observed in online contexts. This could be attributed to the convenience of information sharing and the expansive functionalities of social media platforms, which facilitate easier consumer recommendations based on a company’s CSR initiatives [69]. The online environment’s ability to facilitate rapid and widespread information sharing means that when consumers perceive a company as socially responsible, their positive endorsements can reach a larger audience, thereby significantly boosting the likelihood of others engaging in similar recommendation behaviors [34]. This digital word-of-mouth effect is particularly potent as it transcends geographical boundaries and taps into the collective sentiment of online communities, making the impact of CPCSR on recommendation behaviors more pronounced in the virtual realm than in face-to-face interactions typical of offline contexts.

6.2.2. The Impact towards Feedback Behaviors

Regarding the feedback behaviors within online and offline contexts, CPV significantly impacts online feedback activities more than those in offline contexts, consistent with the initial hypothesis. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) [34] observed that online word of mouth significantly influences sales, particularly for experience goods. Consumers often rely on online reviews and ratings to make informed purchasing decisions for experience goods, where the pre-purchase uncertainty is high, and the value of peer opinions becomes particularly crucial in shaping their perceptions and decision-making processes.

On the other hand, CPCSRs exhibit a notable positive impact on feedback behavior exclusively in online contexts. The relative anonymity afforded by online spaces not only promotes the wider dissemination of CSR [70], but also facilitates community-driven resonance and collective action towards CSR initiatives [32]. This environment markedly encourages consumers to provide positive feedback, thereby strengthening their inclination to participate in feedback activities. In contrast, offline contexts are characterized by direct interactions between companies and consumers, entailing a myriad of complex social and psychological dynamics. Consumers may be more conservative in face-to-face scenarios, showing reluctance to explicitly express their views on CSR activities [71].

6.2.3. The Impact on Helping Behaviors

Regarding helping behaviors within online and offline contexts, the impact of CPV on these behaviors exhibits a notable difference between the two scenarios. Notably, these perceptions exert a pronounced positive effect on such behaviors in online contexts, a phenomenon not equally observed in offline contexts. This variation primarily arises from the intrinsic differences in social interaction that online and offline contexts afford [72]. Online platforms, with their expansive social networks and community resources, significantly ease the sharing and exchange of shopping experiences [73]. Particularly on digital social platforms, engaging in acts of helping, such as sharing products or posting
reviews, becomes effortlessly facilitated [74]. In contrast, offline contexts, constrained by the limitations of physical space and immediate social circles, see a markedly reduced impact on helping behaviors.

On the other hand, CPCSRs exhibit no significant effect on helping behaviors in either context, suggesting that these behaviors are more influenced by individual value systems and social norms [75]. In essence, when contemplating engaging in acts of helping, consumers appear to prioritize factors related to personal interests and social connections, with CSR considerations taking a backseat. This nuanced understanding underscores the complexity of consumer behavior, highlighting the multifaceted factors that influence the propensity to help others within the consumer domain.

6.2.4. The Impact towards Tolerance Behaviors

In both online and offline contexts, CPV consistently exhibits a positive influence on tolerance behaviors, with this effect being significantly more pronounced in offline contexts than online, aligning with initial hypotheses. This heightened effect in offline settings can be attributed to the enriched customer experience that includes personal interactions and immediate product handling, which fosters a deeper emotional connection and satisfaction with the brand [76]. Such direct engagement often leads to a greater willingness among consumers to overlook minor issues, as their overall experience is shaped by a combination of tangible and intangible elements that go beyond the product itself. In contrast, the online environment, characterized by a lack of physical presence and delayed gratification, may result in consumers having lower tolerance thresholds, as the absence of direct interaction can lead to increased uncertainty and perceived risk [52].

On the other hand, the influence of CPCSR on tolerance behaviors diverges from expectations: it is significant in offline shopping contexts but not in online contexts. This discrepancy may stem from the distinct dynamics of online versus offline contexts, direct social interactions foster emotional connections and rapport, thereby amplifying the impact of CPCSR on consumer tolerance behaviors [77]. Conversely, in online shopping contexts, the inherent uncertainties and perceived transaction risks, diminish the influence of CPCSR on tolerance behaviors [78]. In such contexts, the absence of tangible social interactions and emotional bonds leads consumers to prioritize the direct value of products or services, relegating CSR considerations to a secondary position, in their examination of the relationship between corporate social performance and consumer behavior [79].

7. Conclusions, Implications and Limitations

7.1. Conclusions

This study investigates the differential tendencies of CPV and CPCSR in shaping CCB across online and offline shopping contexts. Our results reveal that CPV exhibits a significant tendency to influence all dimensions of CCB in the online setting, while its effect on the helping behavior is less pronounced in offline contexts. Meanwhile, CPCSR demonstrates a notable tendency to affect recommendation and feedback behaviors in online environments and recommendation and tolerance behaviors in offline settings. These tendencies suggest the context-dependent influence of CPV and CPCSR on CCB, which is worthy of theoretical consideration.

The tendencies observed in our study can be interpreted through established consumer behavior theories. Information search theory suggests that the online environment, with its wealth of accessible product information and user feedback, enhances the influence of CPV on consumer actions. Social exchange theory emphasizes the importance of direct interpersonal interactions in offline settings, which may strengthen the impact of CPCSR on consumer behaviors such as recommendations and tolerance.

Moreover, perceived value theory highlights the comprehensive evaluation of product value by consumers, which may vary in emphasis between online and offline environments. In online contexts, the focus may be more on functional and pricing aspects, while offline contexts may place greater importance on experiential and service quality dimensions.
The technology acceptance model complements this view, indicating that the perceived usefulness and ease of use of online platforms can significantly shape consumer behaviors. These findings not only contribute novel insights into consumer behaviors across varying shopping contexts but also provide empirical support for the application of consumer and social development theories.

7.2. Implications

7.2.1. Theoretical Implications

Our study combined consumer perceptions of both tangible (product value) and intangible (CSR efforts) elements associated with firms, analyzing them as a unified whole. This approach significantly advances beyond the scope of traditional research paradigms, which have typically isolated CPV [5,39] or CPCSR [46,48] as independent variables in the exploration of CCB. Thus, our research not only expands the boundaries of consumer perception theory but also deepens our understanding of the complexities inherent in consumer perceptions.

Our research provides a detailed analysis of CCB within both online and offline contexts. Contrary to previous studies that have viewed CCB as an overall concept [6,7], our study dissects its dimensions for individual examination. Moreover, it elaborates on the specific manifestations and nuances of these dimensions across different shopping scenarios, thereby enriching the discourse on CCB.

Methodologically, by employing case analysis, our research explores the subtleties and distinctions of CCB and their dimensions in both online and offline contexts. By designing experimental scenarios, we have further delved into the investigation, conducting a comparative analysis of CCB from a multidimensional standpoint. This methodological approach surpasses the traditional online versus offline comparative research models [25,28,29], providing a more comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the complexity of CCB. Consequently, our study offers new perspectives on and pathways toward future research in this domain.

7.2.2. Practical Implications

To foster consumer engagement and promote behaviors such as recommendation, feedback, helping, and tolerance, businesses are advised to implement a comprehensive strategy that addresses several key areas. First, enhancing the quality of products and services is crucial to elevate CPV, thereby encouraging them to make recommendations. Additionally, in the digital domain, the creation of meaningful content—such as product tutorials and updates on industry trends—is essential for strengthening a brand’s presence and influence on social media platforms. Providing exemplary customer service, swiftly addressing inquiries, and resolving issues, while simultaneously highlighting CSR initiatives, can significantly improve CPCSR, motivating them to endorse the brand further.

Moreover, reinforcing connections with consumers through regular, personalized interactions, coupled with the development of a membership system offering exclusive benefits and services to loyal customers, can enhance the feedback mechanism. Leveraging social media and online communities to cultivate a supportive, mutually beneficial corporate culture encourages consumer-to-consumer help and dialogue. Lastly, beyond merely improving product and service standards, businesses should engage in consumer education initiatives to foster a resilient mindset, aiming to reduce perceived transaction risks and uncertainties in online contexts, thereby increasing tolerance. Proactive market research to anticipate and address potential issues is also imperative.

7.3. Limitations

This study encounters several constraints. Firstly, the research scope, limited to the consumer segment purchasing household appliances, narrows its universality. Future inquiries should broaden their scope to encompass a diverse spectrum of products and services, thereby enhancing the findings’ applicability. Secondly, the study does not directly explore the O2O (online-to-offline) model, which represents an area of potential growth.
for future research. Investigating the integration and synchronicity of online and offline shopping experiences, including the role of O2O, could provide valuable insights into the evolving retail landscape. Thirdly, the study’s scenarios may have limited the scope of consumers’ perceived preferences for CSR by focusing on ‘energy conservation’. This specific attribute, while relevant, may not capture the full range of consumers’ attitudes towards other CSR dimensions, such as environmental protection or social welfare. Future research should consider a broader array of CSR aspects to more comprehensively understand how they individually influence consumer preferences and decision-making. Furthermore, the influence of cultural backgrounds on the study’s global relevance cannot be overlooked. Future work is warranted to undertake cross-cultural analyses and integrate a more comprehensive set of determinants. Finally, the reliance on cross-sectional survey techniques constrains our ability to delineate causality with certainty. Addressing this, subsequent research could leverage longitudinal approaches to solidify the causal evidence or employ advanced methodologies such as big data analytics and artificial intelligence to refine and deepen the analytical framework.
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